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This volume discusses the rich and interesting properties of
dynamical systems that appear in ecology and environmental
sciences. It provides a fascinating survey of the theory of
dynamical systems in ecology and environmental science. Each
chapter introduces students and scholars to the state-of-the-art
in an exciting area, presents new results, and inspires future
contributions to mathematical modeling in ecology and
environmental sciences.
"A glorious scientific gaze at our world, and the universe
beyond in a fact-filled volume that will keep curious kids
occupied for ages" - ReadItDaddy blog "An excellent book that
will do wonders to raise enthusiasm for science among young and
old readers alike" - Jonali Karmakar, Blogger "Despite it's
scientific content the essays are written in a very accessible
style and the many topics investigated which range from the
physical explanations of the universe to earth science to
robotics and future predictions. Highly recommended for curious
minds from around 10 years upwards" - Sue Warren, Blogger Have
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you ever wondered how the universe began? Or what it takes to
put humans on the moon - or even on Mars? What would you do if
you could travel through space and time? *NOW WITH BRAND NEW
CONTENT FOR 2021* Embark on the adventure of a lifetime in this
beautiful collection of up-to-the-minute essays mind-blowing
facts and out-of-this-world colour photographs, by the world's
leading scientists including Professor Stephen Hawking himself.
This unmissable volume was curated by Stephen and Lucy Hawking,
whose series of children's books George's Secret Key was a
global hit. George's stories are punctuated with fascinating
real-life facts and insights from leading scientists and now
this incredible non-fiction has been collected into one bumper
volume, with new content from key scientific figures and up-tothe-minute facts and figures for readers in 2021. READERS LOVE
UNLOCKING THE UNIVERSE: "I'm not ashamed to say I'm an adult who
bought this book for myself because it's brilliant and I'm
learning so much" "A wonderful book to dip into" "My 9 y.o.
loves this book. We've previously discussed a lot of the
concepts, but this seems to answer questions I hadn't thought
of, but my son wanted to know" "Mind Blowing"
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Today complex numbers have such widespread practical use--from
electrical engineering to aeronautics--that few people would
expect the story behind their derivation to be filled with
adventure and enigma. In An Imaginary Tale, Paul Nahin tells the
2000-year-old history of one of mathematics' most elusive
numbers, the square root of minus one, also known as i. He
recreates the baffling mathematical problems that conjured it
up, and the colorful characters who tried to solve them. In
1878, when two brothers stole a mathematical papyrus from the
ancient Egyptian burial site in the Valley of Kings, they led
scholars to the earliest known occurrence of the square root of
a negative number. The papyrus offered a specific numerical
example of how to calculate the volume of a truncated square
pyramid, which implied the need for i. In the first century, the
mathematician-engineer Heron of Alexandria encountered I in a
separate project, but fudged the arithmetic; medieval
mathematicians stumbled upon the concept while grappling with
the meaning of negative numbers, but dismissed their square
roots as nonsense. By the time of Descartes, a theoretical use
for these elusive square roots--now called "imaginary
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numbers"--was suspected, but efforts to solve them led to
intense, bitter debates. The notorious i finally won acceptance
and was put to use in complex analysis and theoretical physics
in Napoleonic times. Addressing readers with both a general and
scholarly interest in mathematics, Nahin weaves into this
narrative entertaining historical facts and mathematical
discussions, including the application of complex numbers and
functions to important problems, such as Kepler's laws of
planetary motion and ac electrical circuits. This book can be
read as an engaging history, almost a biography, of one of the
most evasive and pervasive "numbers" in all of mathematics. Some
images inside the book are unavailable due to digital copyright
restrictions.
Stephen Hawking explains how such great men of science as
Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton and Einstein built on the
discoveries of those who came before them, and how these works
changed the course of science, ushering astronomy and physics
out of the Middle Ages and into the modern world.
Since it was first published three decades ago, Excursions Into
Mathematics has been one of the most popular mathematical books
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written for a general audience. Taking the reader for short
"excursions" into several specific disciplines of mathematics,
it makes mathematical concepts accessible to a wide audience.
The Millennium Edition is updated with current research and new
solutions to outstanding problems that have been discovered
since the last edition was printed, such as the solution to the
well-known "four-color problem." Excursions Into Mathematics:
The Millennium Edition is an exciting revision of the original,
much-loved classic. Everyone with an interest in mathematics
should read this book.
THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A beautiful little book by a
brilliant mind' DAILY TELEGRAPH 'Effortlessly instructive,
absorbing, up to the minute and - where it matters - witty'
GUARDIAN The world-famous cosmologist and #1 bestselling author
of A Brief History of Time leaves us with his final thoughts on
the universe's biggest questions in this brilliant posthumous
work. Is there a God? How did it all begin? Can we predict the
future? What is inside a black hole? Is there other intelligent
life in the universe? Will artificial intelligence outsmart us?
How do we shape the future? Will we survive on Earth? Should we
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colonise space? Is time travel possible? Throughout his
extraordinary career, Stephen Hawking expanded our understanding
of the universe and unravelled some of its greatest mysteries.
But even as his theoretical work on black holes, imaginary time
and multiple histories took his mind to the furthest reaches of
space, Hawking always believed that science could also be used
to fix the problems on our planet. And now, as we face
potentially catastrophic changes here on Earth - from climate
change to dwindling natural resources to the threat of
artificial super-intelligence - Stephen Hawking turns his
attention to the most urgent issues for humankind. Wide-ranging,
intellectually stimulating, passionately argued, and infused
with his characteristic humour, Brief Answers to the Big
Questions, the final book from one of the greatest minds in
history, is a personal view on the challenges we face as a human
race, and where we, as a planet, are heading next. A percentage
of all royalties will go to charity.
Einstein's General Theory of Relativity leads to two remarkable
predictions: first, that the ultimate destiny of many massive
stars is to undergo gravitational collapse and to disappear from
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view, leaving behind a 'black hole' in space; and secondly, that
there will exist singularities in space-time itself. These
singularities are places where space-time begins or ends, and
the presently known laws of physics break down. They will occur
inside black holes, and in the past are what might be construed
as the beginning of the universe. To show how these predictions
arise, the authors discuss the General Theory of Relativity in
the large. Starting with a precise formulation of the theory and
an account of the necessary background of differential geometry,
the significance of space-time curvature is discussed and the
global properties of a number of exact solutions of Einstein's
field equations are examined. The theory of the causal structure
of a general space-time is developed, and is used to study black
holes and to prove a number of theorems establishing the
inevitability of singualarities under certain conditions. A
discussion of the Cauchy problem for General Relativity is also
included in this 1973 book.
A short introduction ideal for students learning category theory
for the first time.
A Stubbornly Persistent Illusion
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Logic
The Essential Scientific Works of Albert Einstein
Proofs from THE BOOK
A Comedy of Maths Errors
A Dialogue Concerning a Number and a Sequence
A Textbook of Business Mathematics, 4th Edition
The Essential Einstein
Basic Category Theory
God Created The Integers
Destination Maths-TB
The Prime Number Conspiracy
In August 1859 Bernhard Riemann, a little-known 32-year old mathematician, presented a
paper to the Berlin Academy titled: "On the Number of Prime Numbers Less Than a Given
Quantity." In the middle of that paper, Riemann made an incidental remark â€" a guess, a
hypothesis. What he tossed out to the assembled mathematicians that day has proven to be
almost cruelly compelling to countless scholars in the ensuing years. Today, after 150 years of
careful research and exhaustive study, the question remains. Is the hypothesis true or false?
Riemann's basic inquiry, the primary topic of his paper, concerned a straightforward but
nevertheless important matter of arithmetic â€" defining a precise formula to track and identify
the occurrence of prime numbers. But it is that incidental remark â€" the Riemann Hypothesis
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â€" that is the truly astonishing legacy of his 1859 paper. Because Riemann was able to see
beyond the pattern of the primes to discern traces of something mysterious and mathematically
elegant shrouded in the shadows â€" subtle variations in the distribution of those prime
numbers. Brilliant for its clarity, astounding for its potential consequences, the Hypothesis took
on enormous importance in mathematics. Indeed, the successful solution to this puzzle would
herald a revolution in prime number theory. Proving or disproving it became the greatest
challenge of the age. It has become clear that the Riemann Hypothesis, whose resolution seems
to hang tantalizingly just beyond our grasp, holds the key to a variety of scientific and
mathematical investigations. The making and breaking of modern codes, which depend on the
properties of the prime numbers, have roots in the Hypothesis. In a series of extraordinary
developments during the 1970s, it emerged that even the physics of the atomic nucleus is
connected in ways not yet fully understood to this strange conundrum. Hunting down the
solution to the Riemann Hypothesis has become an obsession for many â€" the veritable "great
white whale" of mathematical research. Yet despite determined efforts by generations of
mathematicians, the Riemann Hypothesis defies resolution. Alternating passages of
extraordinarily lucid mathematical exposition with chapters of elegantly composed biography
and history, Prime Obsession is a fascinating and fluent account of an epic mathematical
mystery that continues to challenge and excite the world. Posited a century and a half ago, the
Riemann Hypothesis is an intellectual feast for the cognoscenti and the curious alike. Not just a
story of numbers and calculations, Prime Obsession is the engrossing tale of a relentless hunt
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for an elusive proof â€" and those who have been consumed by it.
'We are going,' said Annie, 'on a great cosmic journey. So listen up, Savers of Planet Earth, and
prepare to meet the Universe.' George's best friend Annie needs help. Her scientist father, Eric,
is working on a space project - and it's all going wrong. A robot has landed on Mars, but is
behaving very oddly. And now Annie has discovered something wierd on her dad's supercomputer. Is it a message from an alien? Could there be life out there? How do you find a planet
in outer space? And if you could talk to aliens, what would you say?
Emblazoned on many advertisements for the wildly popular game of Sudoku are the reassuring
words, "no mathematical knowledge required." Anxiety about math plagues many of us, and
school memories can still summon intense loathing. In A Brief History of Mathematical Thought,
Luke Heaton shows that much of what many think-and fear-about mathematics is misplaced, and
to overcome our insecurities we need to understand its history. To help, he offers a lively guide
into and through the world of mathematics and mathematicians, one in which patterns and
arguments are traced through logic in a language grounded in concrete experience. Heaton
reveals how Greek and Roman mathematicians like Pythagoras, Euclid, and Archimedes helped
shaped the early logic of mathematics; how the Fibonacci sequence, the rise of algebra, and the
invention of calculus are connected; how clocks, coordinates, and logical padlocks work
mathematically; and how, in the twentieth century, Alan Turing's revolutionary work on the
concept of computation laid the groundwork for the modern world. A Brief History of
Mathematical Thought situates mathematics as part of, and essential to, lived experience.
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Understanding it requires not abstract thought or numbing memorization but an historical
imagination and a view to its origins. -Scholars of all stripes are turning their attention to materials that represent enormous
opportunities for the future of humanistic inquiry. The purpose of this book is to impart the
concepts that underlie the mathematics they are likely to encounter and to unfold the notation in
a way that removes that particular barrier completely. This book is a primer for developing the
skills to enable humanist scholars to address complicated technical material with confidence.
This book, to put it plainly, is concerned with the things that the author of a technical article
knows, but isn't saying. Like any field, mathematics operates under a regime of shared
assumptions, and it is our purpose to elucidate some of those assumptions for the newcomer.
The individual subjects we tackle are (in order): logic and proof, discrete mathematics, abstract
algebra, probability and statistics, calculus, and differential equations.
A Business Week, New York Times Business, and USA Today Bestseller "Ambitious and
readable . . . an engaging introduction to the oddsmakers, whom Bernstein regards as true
humanists helping to release mankind from the choke holds of superstition and fatalism." —The
New York Times "An extraordinarily entertaining and informative book." —The Wall Street
Journal "A lively panoramic book . . . Against the Gods sets up an ambitious premise and then
delivers on it." —Business Week "Deserves to be, and surely will be, widely read." —The
Economist "[A] challenging book, one that may change forever the way people think about the
world." —Worth "No one else could have written a book of such central importance with so much
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charm and excitement." —Robert Heilbroner author, The Worldly Philosophers "With his
wonderful knowledge of the history and current manifestations of risk, Peter Bernstein brings us
Against the Gods. Nothing like it will come out of the financial world this year or ever. I speak
carefully: no one should miss it." —John Kenneth Galbraith Professor of Economics Emeritus,
Harvard University In this unique exploration of the role of risk in our society, Peter Bernstein
argues that the notion of bringing risk under control is one of the central ideas that
distinguishes modern times from the distant past. Against the Gods chronicles the remarkable
intellectual adventure that liberated humanity from oracles and soothsayers by means of the
powerful tools of risk management that are available to us today. "An extremely readable
history of risk." —Barron's "Fascinating . . . this challenging volume will help you understand
the uncertainties that every investor must face." —Money "A singular achievement." —Times
Literary Supplement "There's a growing market for savants who can render the recondite
intelligibly-witness Stephen Jay Gould (natural history), Oliver Sacks (disease), Richard
Dawkins (heredity), James Gleick (physics), Paul Krugman (economics)-and Bernstein would
mingle well in their company." —The Australian
The new edition of A Textbook of Business Mathematics inches on its earlier editions and
continues to provide a comprehensive coverage of important topics and concepts in business
mathematics. The text integrates the standard curriculum and the manifold requirements of
undergraduate business maths students.
"In it, Jourdain outlines the contributions of many of Cantor?'s forerunners including Fourier,
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Dirichlet, Cauchy, Weierstrass, Riemann, Dedekind, and Hankel and then further contextualizes
Cantor?'s groundbreaking theory by recounting and examining his earlier work. In this volume,
Cantor addresses: the addition and multiplication of powers the exponentiation of powers the
finite cardinal numbers the smallest transfinite cardinal number aleph-zero addition and
multiplication of ordinal types well-ordered aggregates the ordinal numbers of well-ordered
aggregates and much more.German mathematician GEORG CANTOR (1845-1918) is best
remembered for formulating set theory. His work was considered controversial at the time, but
today he is widely recognized for his important contributions to the field of mathematics."
Albert Einstein changed the way physicists view the universe - and transformed the way we all
see the world. Just over one hundred years ago, his Theory of Relativity stunned scientists, but
today it is integral to modern thought as the most important scientific discovery of the twentieth
century. In this unique single volume, Stephen Hawking has assembled the highlights of
Einstein's groundbreaking scientific work. Collected here are Einstein's own illuminating
writings on the Theory of Relativity, which present a world of paradoxes in which space is bent
and time is curved. Yet Einstein was known not only for his landmark ideas in physics. Here, too
are his reflections on politics and religion, and his musings on the ultimate significance of his
scientific findings.
Six Septembers: Mathematics for the Humanist
George and the Unbreakable Code
The Dreams That Stuff Is Made Of
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The Large Scale Structure of Space-Time
MATHSWIZ BOOK 7
His Greatest Works
Bernhard Riemann and the Greatest Unsolved Problem in Mathematics
The History of Mathematics: A Very Short Introduction
The Millennium Edition
A Brief History of Mathematical Thought
The Square Root of 2
Black Holes: The Reith Lectures
According to the great mathematician Paul Erdös, God maintains perfect mathematical
proofs in The Book. This book presents the authors candidates for such "perfect
proofs," those which contain brilliant ideas, clever connections, and wonderful
observations, bringing new insight and surprising perspectives to problems from
number theory, geometry, analysis, combinatorics, and graph theory. As a result, this
book will be fun reading for anyone with an interest in mathematics.
Through Euclid's Window Leonard Mlodinow brilliantly and delightfully leads us on a
journey through five revolutions in geometry, from the Greek concept of parallel lines to
the latest notions of hyperspace. Here is an altogether new, refreshing, alternative
history of math revealing how simple questions anyone might ask about space -- in the
living room or in some other galaxy -- have been the hidden engine of the highest
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achievements in science and technology. Based on Mlodinow's extensive historical
research; his studies alongside colleagues such as Richard Feynman and Kip Thorne;
and interviews with leading physicists and mathematicians such as Murray Gell-Mann,
Edward Witten, and Brian Greene, Euclid's Window is an extraordinary blend of
rigorous, authoritative investigation and accessible, good-humored storytelling that
makes a stunningly original argument asserting the primacy of geometry. For those who
have looked through Euclid's Window, no space, no thing, and no time will ever be
quite the same.
A series in Mathematics. The ebook version does not contain CD.
An elegantly dramatized and illustrated dialog on the square root of two and the whole
concept of irrational numbers.
Mathematics is a fundamental human activity that can be practised and understood in a
multitude of ways; indeed, mathematical ideas themselves are far from being fixed, but
are adapted and changed by their passage across periods and cultures. In this Very
Short Introduction, Jacqueline Stedall explores the rich historical and cultural diversity
of mathematical endeavour from the distant past to the present day. Arranged
thematically, to exemplify the varied contexts in which people have learned, used, and
handed on mathematics, she also includes illustrative case studies drawn from a range
of times and places, including early imperial China, the medieval Islamic world, and
nineteenth-century Britain. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
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from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Two classic essays by great German mathematician: one provides an arithmetic,
rigorous foundation for the irrational numbers, the other is an attempt to give the logical
basis for transfinite numbers and properties of the natural numbers.
A great difficulty facing a biographer of Cauchy is that of delineating the curious
interplay between the man, his times, and his scientific endeavors. Professor Belhoste
has succeeded admirably in meeting this challenge and has thus written a vivid
biography that is both readable and informative. His subject stands out as one of the
most brilliant, versatile, and prolific fig ures in the annals of science. Nearly two hundred
years have now passed since the young Cauchy set about his task of clarifying
mathematics, extending it, applying it wherever possible, and placing it on a firm
theoretical footing. Through Belhoste's work we are afforded a detailed, rather
personalized picture of how a first rate mathematician worked at his discipline - his
strivings, his inspirations, his triumphs, his failures, and above all, his conflicts and his
errors.
'His clarity, wit and determination are evident, his understand and good humour moving'
New Scientist My Brief History recounts Stephen Hawking’s improbable journey, from
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his post-war London boyhood to his years of international acclaim and celebrity.
Lavishly illustrated with rarely seen photographs, this concise, witty and candid account
introduces readers to a Hawking rarely glimpsed in previous books: the inquisitive
schoolboy whose classmates nicknamed him ‘Einstein’; the jokester who once placed
a bet with a colleague over the existence of a black hole; and the young husband and
father struggling to gain a foothold in the world of academia. Writing with characteristic
humility and humour, Hawking opens up about the challenges that confronted him
following his diagnosis of motor neurone disease aged twenty-one. Tracing his
development as a thinker, he explains how the prospect of an early death urged him
onwards through numerous intellectual breakthroughs, and talks about the genesis of
his masterpiece A Brief History of Time – one of the iconic books of the twentieth
century. Clear-eyed, intimate and wise, My Brief History opens a window for the rest of
us into Hawking’s personal cosmos. 'Read it for the personal nuggets . . . but above all,
it's worth reading for its message of hope' Mail on Sunday
Unlocking the Universe
A Biography
the final book from Stephen Hawking
George's Cosmic Treasure Hunt
The Story of ?-1
The Grand Design
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An Imaginary Tale
George and the Blue Moon
The Story of Geometry from Parallel Lines to Hyperspace
Discovering Your True Value and Identity in God's Eyes
Euclid's Window
Against the Gods

George and Annie must travel further into space than ever before in order to prevent all
computers from being hacked.
MathsWiz, a series of nine textbooks for KG to Class 8, is a course based on the National
Curriculum Framework and the guidelines provided therein. The content is student-centred
and activity-based, laying the utmost emphasis on developing problem-solving skills and
encouraging the child to think creatively and work independently.
When George and Annie are selected as junior astronauts, it is a dream come true until they
learn that strange things are happening on Earth as well as in the skies.
God Created The IntegersThe Mathematical Breakthroughs that Changed HistoryRunning
Press
1. It is a series of eight textbooks for Classes 1 to 8 that conforms to the vision of National
Curriculum Framework and is written in accordance with the latest syllabus of the CBSE. 2.
Learning Objectives: Lists well what a learner will know and be able to do after studying the
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chapter. 3. Let’s Recall: Refreshes the concepts learnt in the form of a revision exercise to
brush up the concepts taught in previous chapters or grades. 4. Let’s Begin: Introduction to the
chapter. 5. My Notes: Tips to help the learner remember the important points/formulae
taught in the chapter. 6. Let’s Try: Simple straight forward questions for quick practice while
studying any topic based on the first two levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy —Knowledge and
Understanding. 7. Error Alarm: Common mistakes which learners commit often along with
the correct way of doing the same. 8. Know More: Additional information for the learners
relating to the concepts learnt in the chapter 9. Maths in My Life includes questions relating
Maths to daily life and which can help relate the topic with the environment (life) around us.
10. Tricky Maths: Challenge questions to help the learners build thinking skills and reasoning
skills by solving tricky questions. 11. Project Work: Projects which can help learners connect
Math with our daily life or that take the concepts learnt to a new level. 12. Concept Map:
Summary points to list the important concepts learnt in the chapter in a crisp form. 13. Test
Zone: Revision exercise of the concepts learnt in the chapter. This includes both objective and
subjective type of questions. 14. Mental Maths: Maths problems for performing faster
calculations mentally. 15. Maths Master: Involves deep critical thinking of learners about
any topic, concept, relation, fact or anything related to that chapter. May have open ended
questions or extension of the topic. 16. Application in Real-Life: Every chapter in each book
also explains how and where it is used in daily life. 17. In the Lab: Math lab activities for
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helping the learners understand the concepts learnt through hands-on experience. 18.
Practice Zone: Chapter-wise practice sheets includes subjective questions for additional
practice which are a part of each book.
This vividly illustrated history of the International Congress of Mathematicians — a meeting
of mathematicians from around the world held roughly every four years — acts as a visual
history of the 25 congresses held between 1897 and 2006, as well as a story of changes in
the culture of mathematics over the past century. Because the congress is an international
meeting, looking at its history allows us a glimpse into the effect of wars and strained
relations between nations on the scientific community.
Bestselling author and physicist Stephen Hawking explores the "masterpieces" of
mathematics, 25 landmarks spanning 2,500 years and representing the work of 15
mathematicians, including Augustin Cauchy, Bernard Riemann, and Alan Turing. This
extensive anthology allows readers to peer into the mind of genius by providing them with
excerpts from the original mathematical proofs and results. It also helps them understand the
progression of mathematical thought, and the very foundations of our present-day
technologies. Each chapter begins with a biography of the featured mathematician, clearly
explaining the significance of the result, followed by the full proof of the work, reproduced
from the original publication.
When and how did the universe begin? Why are we here? Is the apparent 'grand design' of
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our universe evidence for a benevolent creator who set things in motion? Or does science
offer another explanation? In The Grand Design, the most recent scientific thinking about
the mysteries of the universe is presented in language marked by both brilliance and
simplicity. Model dependent realism, the multiverse, the top-down theory of cosmology, and
the unified M-theory - all are revealed here. This is the first major work in nearly a decade
by one of the world's greatest thinkers. A succinct, startling and lavishly illustrated guide to
discoveries that are altering our understanding and threatening some of our most cherished
belief systems, The Grand Design is a book that will inform - and provoke - like no other.
The Biggest Ideas in Math from Quanta
Brief Answers to the Big Questions
The Mathematical Breakthroughs that Changed History
Humble Pi
Mathematics for Ecology and Environmental Sciences
Augustin-Louis Cauchy
Math through the Ages: A Gentle History for Teachers and Others Expanded Second Edition
The Remarkable Story of Risk
The Most Astounding Papers of Quantum Physics--and How They Shook the Scientific
World
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My Brief History
On the Shoulders of Giants
`Math through the Ages' is a treasure, one of the best history of math books at its level ever
written. Somehow, it manages to stay true to a surprisingly sophisticated story, while
respecting the needs of its audience. Its overview of the subject captures most of what one
needs to know, and the 30 sketches are small gems of exposition that stimulate further
exploration. --Glen van Brummelen, Quest University, President (2012-14) of the Canadian
Society for History and Philosophy of Mathematics Where did math come from? Who thought
up all those algebra symbols, and why? What is the story behind $pi$? ... negative numbers?
... the metric system? ... quadratic equations? ... sine and cosine? ... logs? The 30 independent
historical sketches in Math through the Ages answer these questions and many others in an
informal, easygoing style that is accessible to teachers, students, and anyone who is curious
about the history of mathematical ideas. Each sketch includes Questions and Projects to help
you learn more about its topic and to see how the main ideas fit into the bigger picture of
history. The 30 short stories are preceded by a 58-page bird's-eye overview of the entire
panorama of mathematical history, a whirlwind tour of the most important people, events, and
trends that shaped the mathematics we know today. ``What to Read Next'' and reading
suggestions after each sketch provide starting points for readers who want to learn more. This
book is ideal for a broad spectrum of audiences, including students in history of mathematics
courses at the late high school or early college level, pre-service and in-service teachers, and
anyone who just wants to know a little more about the origins of mathematics.
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How do you define logic? Logic is about consistency - but not about all types of consistency.
For example, if a man supports Aresenal one day and Spurs the next, then he is fickle but not
necessarily illogical. If a legal system helps the rich but not the poor then it is unjust but not
illogical. The type of consistency which concerns logicians is not loyalty or justice or sincerity it
is compatibility of beliefs. Logic, therefore, involves studying the situations in which a particular
sentence is true or false, and the rules that determine whether a given argument is valid or
invalid. Now fully revised and updated, Wilfrid Hodges' accessible study is the essential text for
anyone who wants to learn about elementary logic. Assuming no previous knowledge of the
subject, is takes the reader through the whole gamut of logical expressions, symbols and
notations of a simple and lively way. This new edition also contains some additional exercises,
with updated sections on formalization and semantics.
“It is said that fact is sometimes stranger than fiction, and nowhere is that more true than in the
case of black holes. Black holes are stranger than anything dreamed up by science fiction
writers.” In 2016 Professor Stephen Hawking delivered the BBC Reith Lectures on a subject
that fascinated him for decades – black holes. In these flagship lectures the legendary physicist
argued that if we could only understand black holes and how they challenge the very nature of
space and time, we could unlock the secrets of the universe.
With commentary by the greatest physicist of our time, Stephen Hawking, this anthology has
garnered impressive reviews. PW has called it “a gem of a collection” while New Scientist
magazine notes the “thrill of reading Einstein's own words.” From the writings that revealed the
famous Theory of Relativity, to other papers that shook the scientific world of the 20th century,
A Stubbornly Persistent Illusion belongs in every science fan's library.
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In his clear and accessible signature style, Derek Prince employs his extraordinary
understanding of Scripture to lay out the depth of Jesus's great love for individuals and to help
them discover their worth. Using powerful biblical teachings on the parables of the Hidden
Treasure and the Pearl of Great Price, Prince helps free readers from guilt, insecurity, fear,
and shame, in order to help them realize how incredibly loved they are.
“God does not play dice with the universe.” So said Albert Einstein in response to the first
discoveries that launched quantum physics, as they suggested a random universe that
seemed to violate the laws of common sense. This 20th-century scientific revolution completely
shattered Newtonian laws, inciting a crisis of thought that challenged scientists to think
differently about matter and subatomic particles. The Dreams That Stuff Is Made Of compiles
the essential works from the scientists who sparked the paradigm shift that changed the face of
physics forever, pushing our understanding of the universe on to an entirely new level of
comprehension. Gathered in this anthology is the scholarship that shocked and befuddled the
scientific world, including works by Niels Bohr, Max Planck, Werner Heisenberg, Max Born,
Erwin Schrodinger, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Richard Feynman, as well as an introduction by
today's most celebrated scientist, Stephen Hawking.
**The First Ever Maths Book to be a No.1 Bestseller** 'Wonderful ... superb' Daily Mail What
makes a bridge wobble when it's not meant to? Billions of dollars mysteriously vanish into thin
air? A building rock when its resonant frequency matches a gym class leaping to Snap's 1990
hit I've Got The Power? The answer is maths. Or, to be precise, what happens when maths
goes wrong in the real world. As Matt Parker shows us, our modern lives are built on maths:
computer programmes, finance, engineering. And most of the time this maths works quietly
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behind the scenes, until ... it doesn't. Exploring and explaining a litany of glitches, near-misses
and mishaps involving the internet, big data, elections, street signs, lotteries, the Roman
empire and a hapless Olympic shooting team, Matt Parker shows us the bizarre ways maths
trips us up, and what this reveals about its essential place in our world. Mathematics doesn't
have good 'people skills', but we would all be better off, he argues, if we saw it as a practical
ally. This book shows how, by making maths our friend, we can learn from its pitfalls. It also
contains puzzles, challenges, geometric socks, jokes about binary code and three deliberate
mistakes. Getting it wrong has never been more fun.
Quanta Magazine's stories of mathematical explorations show that “inspiration strikes willynilly,” revealing surprising solutions and exciting discoveries. If you're a science and data nerd
like me, you may be interested in "Alice and Bob Meet the Wall of Fire" and "The Prime
Number Conspiracy" from Quanta Magazine and Thomas Lin. - Bill Gates These stories from
Quanta Magazine map the routes of mathematical exploration, showing readers how cuttingedge research is done, while illuminating the productive tension between conjecture and proof,
theory and intuition. The stories show that, as James Gleick puts it in the foreword, “inspiration
strikes willy-nilly.” One researcher thinks of quantum chaotic systems at a bus stop; another
suddenly realizes a path to proving a theorem of number theory while in a friend's backyard; a
statistician has a “bathroom sink epiphany” and discovers the key to solving the Gaussian
correlation inequality. Readers of The Prime Number Conspiracy, says Quanta editor-in-chief
Thomas Lin, are headed on “breathtaking intellectual journeys to the bleeding edge of
discovery strapped to the narrative rocket of humanity's never-ending pursuit of knowledge.”
Quanta is the only popular publication that offers in-depth coverage of the latest breakthroughs
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in understanding our mathematical universe. It communicates mathematics by taking it
seriously, wrestling with difficult concepts and clearly explaining them in a way that speaks to
our innate curiosity about our world and ourselves. Readers of this volume will learn that prime
numbers have decided preferences about the final digits of the primes that immediately follow
them (the “conspiracy” of the title); consider whether math is the universal language of nature
(allowing for “a unified theory of randomness”); discover surprising solutions (including a
pentagon tiling proof that solves a century-old math problem); ponder the limits of computation;
measure infinity; and explore the eternal question “Is mathematics good for you?” Contributors
Ariel Bleicher, Robbert Dijkgraaf, Kevin Hartnett, Erica Klarreich, Thomas Lin, John Pavlus,
Siobhan Roberts, Natalie Wolchover Copublished with Quanta Magazine
Essays on the Theory of Numbers
Contributions to the Founding of the Theory of Transfinite Numbers
You Matter to God
Prime Obsession
Maths Mate – 8 NEW
The Great Works of Physics and Astronomy
Mathematicians of the World, Unite!
The International Congress of Mathematicians--A Human Endeavor
Harmonies of the World
Excursions into Mathematics
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